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Abstract
In this article we address the problem of the traversability of the trajectory of an agricultural robot
defining the conditions insuring a safe displacement according the notion of "obstacle". Unlike other
approaches that try to detect and to avoid obstacle, we propose the concept of Allowable Speed
Trajectories which depends on the vehicle capabilities, its dynamics constraints, its speed and the 3D
rendering of the environment. We make a dynamic study to estimate the acceleration of inertial center
of vehicle taking into account geometry of the environment and the trajectory to follow. Then we
propose some solutions to adapt the speed and/or the trajectory of the agricultural vehicle according
criteria linked to the mission objective. Results in simulation and real conditions show the performance
of our algorithm in different scenarios.
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1. Introduction
The management of mobile robots in highly
unstructured
outdoor
environments
as
agricultural applications (figure 1) is still an
open issue. Many teams in the world are
working on this subject addressing different
research domains. Kelly in [1] introduces the
difficulties encountered when autonomy is given
to a vehicle that must move in real contexts.
Lots of scientific problems have to be
considered in this wide subject as perception of
the environment [2], control in difficult situation
Figure 1: cereal harvest
like sliding terrains [3] with stability insurance
[4], obstacle avoidance [5].... All these subjects are essential and have to be considered in
an elegant manner in order for the system to be efficient and reliable. Since 2004, our team
has decided to address these problems from a new point of view: Since the beginning of the
robotic domain, the most part of the research teams have considered the robotic problems
from the sensors point of view. For instance,
when they want to localise a robot, they use a
sensor like a GPS receiver (global localisation)
or a camera (local localisation). Then, powerful
algorithms are developed to extract features
and the result is the input of the control
algorithm in order to automatically drive
vehicles. This often requires a substantial
computing resources, and these algorithms are
difficult to use outside their experimental
contexts.
Our team works in the opposite way: We
consider the autonomy of the robot and we try Figure 2: our experimental vehicle: AROCO
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to determine what is useful for this autonomy. For automatic guidance it means: what should
be the precision of the guidance process (perception and action)? What should be
confidence on this precision? What physical integrity of the robot (traversability of its
trajectory and confidence on this traversability)? What safety... The most important
improvement of our solution is to put these elements in the center of our methodology. The
main idea in this concept is to call a resource (sensor or algorithm) when it is necessary
evaluating the ratio between gain and cost of each resource. If all the needs of the robot are
fulfilled no resource are called. This concept has been used for the first time [6] to
automatically guide a small vehicle (see figure 2). If no "obstacle concept" is considered in
this first application, the automatic adaptation to different context and the reliability of the
demonstration were particularly appreciated.
In this article we present the results of our concept through an application which consists of
the preservation of the physical integrity of a vehicle when it moves automatically. Like for
the automatic guidance process, we don't look for an obstacle on the trajectory of the robot
but we want to define the conditions insuring a safe displacement of the robot. So after a first
part giving the main methods usually applied for safe navigation, we detail our method based
on the system requirements for safe automatic guidance systems. In the third part we show
some results in simulation and real conditions before concluding with our future works.

2. Previous Works
Safe navigation of mobile robots in outdoor environment is addressed by numerous studies
that we classify into two categories: Reactive obstacle avoidance methods and Dynamic
characteristics to evaluate admissible speed.
Reactive obstacle avoidance methods
The initial works on safe autonomous navigation were those dealing with reactive obstacle
avoidance. Indeed, the idea is to preserve the physical integrity of the mobile robot by
avoiding dangerous elements commonly called "obstacles".
The most famous use of this idea is the method of Potential Fields [5.] It consists of building
potential functions which resume the navigation objectives. An obstacle is represented by a
repulsive field and the goal to reach by an attractive field. Therefore, for every position of a
mobile robot, a resulting force exists from potential fields which indicates the direction to
follow. Although this method is purely reactive, it needs few computing resources but it can
create a local minimum problem with U-shape obstacle. Moreover, this method can lead to
oscillation problems when the vehicle is in a narrow corridor.
An other method is the Vector Field Histogram (VFH) [7] and its improvements (VHF+,VHF*)
which result from Potential Field method. It consists to represent the evolution space of
mobile robot in a weighted grid. Every cell is affected by the probability of obstacle
occupation. Then, it is possible to determine a free path and the control to apply.
The Dynamic Windows Approach [8] allows to select the best match (speed and rotation)
which allows the mobile robot to avoid obstacle including kinematic and dynamic constraints.
This match produces a circular trajectory which allows to evaluate the different constraints.
The main inconvenience of this method is the choice of the speed space sampling. For realtime applications which address different speeds of robot, it may be difficult to define a
resolution of the speed space compatible with real-time constraints and stability criteria.
An other method is the Nearness Diagram [9]. It consists of building two diagrams of
obstacle proximity. The Point Nearness Diagram represents the distribution of obstacle
around the vehicle. The Robot Nearness Diagram represents the same distribution but in
relation to the security area of mobile robot. Thanks to these diagrams, the vehicle can
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analyse its situation among previously defined ones and uses the associated solution. As this
method analyses in which case it is, it needs a lot of computing times.
All of these methods try to avoid obstacles with real-time constraint but they require the
observation of a significant part of the robot environment considering most of the detected
elements as an obstacle. Consequently, the solutions are only stopping the vehicle or
avoiding the disruptive elements.
However, the obstacles definition takes no account of capabilities and dynamics of the
vehicle. Yet if we consider the dynamics of the mobile robot, "obstacles" are not always
damaging. By example, a road bump is not dangerous for a car at low speed but it becomes
at high ones.
Dynamic characteristics to evaluate admissible speed
The progress made in recent years regarding control laws for high speed navigation of
mobile robot (an example in [10]) reach a level where dynamic characteristics of the robot
become important. They can be used to improve the control accuracy but also to estimate
the admissible speed to ensure the safety of robots. The study proposed in [11] models a
UGV (Unmanned Ground Vehicles) in a elementary manner to determine the effect of
obstacle height on major design parameters, such as the wheel size, the wheelbase and the
gravity center. But, this analysis gives results only for crossing a step in outdoor
environment. However, in agricultural field many kinds of obstacle have to be considered.
We have to address other characteristics like slope and more generally the shape of the
ground.
In [4] Bouton proposes a safe navigation system for users of all-terrain vehicles. Thanks to
kinematic and dynamic characteristics of the vehicle the system predicts rollover and
indicates the hazardous situations to the drivers. Although this study is limited to the rollover,
it shows a great potential to increase safety of autonomous robots. A last example is given in
[13] where authors use the physical model of a mobile robot to determine the admissible
speed and acceleration insuring the integrity of the robot. However because of the
complexity of the modelisation, the result of this work is not applicable in a real time
application like an automatic guidance system for agricultural vehicles.
Conclusions
This first part addresses various ways to improve the physical integrity of mobile vehicle
moving in outdoor environments. The main drawback of these methods is not to define what
constitutes an obstacle that means what part of environment may disturb the integrity of the
robot taking into account its dynamic parameters. Some methods try to include dynamic
parameters of vehicles to estimate the conditions of their integrity but they are for specific
case or they are too theoretical to be used in real application for agricultural vehicles.
In this paper, we propose a method to provide safe navigation to agricultural vehicles taking
into account dynamic parameters and capabilities of the vehicles in the context of a real
application of automatic guidance.

3. Description of the Automatic Guidance System
As introduced previously, our automatic
guidance system does not search to avoid a
possible obstacle but tries to evaluate the
admissible speed to cross the environment. To
do that, we first have to consider the trajectory
of the robot in its environment. It means
selecting the part of the environment of the
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robot that includes its trajectory. Then, we have to analyse the variation of physical state of
the robot to estimate the admissible speed profile of its trajectory. To finish, the system must
choose the best navigation strategy (direction and vehicle's speed).
The algorithm described in details in this paper can be summarized as follow:
Admissible Path Generation
In this part we consider that the robot has to
follow a trajectory (reference trajectory) included
in a small corridor in which the robot can move.
So the robot can decide to move away from the
reference trajectory but only if its new route is
included in the corridor. For this, the system has
to predict various eligible paths within the
constraints of vehicle dynamics and included in
the navigation corridor. Although the navigation
corridor limits the number of admissible paths,
this last one is too big to analyse all of the
possibilities. So, we decide to generate only path
which are the most useful in regard to the Figure 3 : The vehicle has few optional objectives.
application. That is why, we chose to evaluate They are the reference and parallel paths
only few paths which are parallel of the reference one. To resume, at each iteration of the
system, the first step is to evaluate the evolution of the position to reach the different paths
selected in the corridor (figure 3).
The corridor is defined by the user at the same time as the reference trajectory. To build the
admissible paths we chose to use the popular Ackerman’s model [12]. The state vector of the
system at the moment k is Sk = (Xk, Yk, θk, δk)T with (X, Y) the position of the vehicle in
global coordinate frame, θ its orientation, and δ its front wheels direction. The evolution
equation of the mobile robot S(k+1) =
f(Sk,Uk) is defined in the equation (1)
where Uk = δck is the wheel direction
set point, L is the axle spread of the
mobile robot and ∆S is the iteration
distance for the prediction.
The system manages a real vehicle that is why we decide to make an approximation of
wheels direction equation by a first order system.
Consequently the constant

where ∆T represents the iteration time of the

system, and τ_wd is the time constant of the first order system.
until the end of a horizon
To generate one path (Pi) the system calculated the best
time. We chose to use discrete quadratic optimal control law with over horizon time Nc to
compute this path generation. Because of the nonholonomic constraints of our agricultural
vehicles, we propose to minimise the lateral and angular deviation between the mobile robot
and the selected path.
The principle is to calculate the Nc controls

minimizing a criteria. The

criteria to minimize (JPi ) may be defined by the equation (2):
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where Q are weighted matrix, R the cost of the control, Sn,Pi the position and the orientation
of the followed path and Nc the time horizon to calculate the sequence:

To compute Sn,Pi , we search the nearest point between the nominal path and the mobile
robot position. θ_n,Pi corresponds at the tangent at this point. Then, the system estimates
by the straight lines which are tangent at the reference
path at the point

.

Now, the system is able to determine the sequence
in order to generate
the points of the generated trajectories in the
corridor. It repeats the same algorithm until the end
of the prediction time.
We may resume this level by the algorithm 2:
At the end of this level, the system has generated
different admissible paths in the corridor. Due to
the used model, these paths match with kinematic
constraints of the mobile robot.
An example is given by the figure 4:
To check the practicability of these paths, the
system must calculate the pitch, roll and yaw for
each generated points using a Digital Elevation
Map (DEM) of the environment.
Figure 4: Result after path generation level
Prediction Physical Vehicle State
The system has previously generated several possible trajectories for the vehicle travelling in
a corridor. Now, it has to predict the physical state of the mobile robot for the points of each
trajectory (pitch, roll, yaw). To do that, the system uses an elevation grid of the nearby
environment. It then determines the position of each wheel for each generated point. Wheels
position is calculated by the equation (3).

(3)
with Pwk,Pi is the position of the four wheels at point
, Pwl constant matrix which
represents wheels positions on the vehicle’s frame, and MRot the rotation matrix between
the frames at the beginning of prediction and the frame at moment k (figure 5).
Then, the physical state of the mobile robot is
obtained by projecting positions of each wheel at
each instant in the elevation map.
The system may after calculate the first and
second derivatives by curvilinear abscissa of
physical state.
However there are many cases where the vehicle
is unable to follow the path selected. The first one Figure 5: Projection of generated path on the
is given by one of our hypothesis: the mobile robot DEM
can't cross over a step bigger than 1/3 of diameter
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of its wheels. Consequently, if the system observes a variation bigger than 1/3 of diameter of
wheel for one wheel of the vehicle, the system stops and it calculates another path.
Another condition is that all wheels must touch the ground. To check this condition, we
calculate the error between elevation of wheels
obtained by the projection on the DEM and the
projection of the median plane (figure 6). If this
distance is bigger than suspension clearance
(SC), we consider that it is impossible that all
wheels touch the ground.
The last condition to respect is about the size of
chassis of the robot. The system must check that
the chassis of the vehicle does not touch the
ground. So, we calculated the distance between
DEM and median plane calculated previously. If Figure 6: Checking of contact between vehicle’s
this distance is upper than height of chassis, the wheels and the elevation grid
path is not practicable for the vehicle.
Prediction Admissible Speed Profile
The system has calculated the admissible path, and then it determined the physical state of
the vehicle by the projection of wheel position on the DEM. Moreover, it has checked if all the
selected paths are practicable in relation to the size of the mobile robot and wheel diameter.
Now, we have the principle elements useful to determine the admissible speed profile for
each selected path.
To do that we propose to use the method defined in a previous work [14]. The principle is to
calculate the acceleration of the inertial center of the vehicle (AG/R0) in relation to the variation
of the physical state and the linear speed of the vehicle. Then, the system determines the
maximum linear speed which permits that the projection of the inertial center stays in the
polygon defined by the support (figure 7).
At the end we obtain the admissible speed profile for each selected path.
Path and Control Selection
To resume, the system has generated few paths, it has calculated the physical vehicle state
for each one and determinate their admissible speed profile. Now, the system must choose
the best path it will follow.
To choose the best path of the vehicle, the system uses the criterion J whose goal is to
select the path closer to that of the reference trajectory and with a speed profile close to the
reference speed.

Figure 7: Condition to calculate the admissible speed.
The vector R= AG/R0+P must stay in the blue area
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Consequently, the criterion represents the area between reference path and path Pi (APi) and
the area between reference speed and admissible speed profile (A_ASP,Pi). However, with
this criterion we observe the choice is not stable. To avoid this problem we decide to add the
same criterion used for the generation path (JPi). This term can be considered like the cost to
reach each different path. The criterion Jselection is explained in the equation (4).
(4)
At the end, when the path is selected, the vehicle uses the control set point of this path. At
the next iteration of the system, it will start again its cycle with its new position. If no path is
admissible, the system stops the vehicle.

4. Results
Previously, we have a first result shown in [14] (to see
the video [17]) where the vehicle manages its speed to
cross over a bump (figure 8).
This bump is crossable at vehicle speed less than
about 0.5m/s. We can notice a good behaviour of the
mobile robot during this experimentation because it
stays on the nominal path and decreases its speed to
respect the speed profile. After crossing the bump, the
vehicle increases its speed until the reference one
(5m/s).
However, for this test we give to the system the
position and the characteristics of the bump because Figure 8: First test of our control system
with our electrical vehicle AROCO
we have not yet a perception system adapted to our
control algorithm.
To show more results in this article we propose to use a robotic simulator which is able to
simulate 3D environment, physics of simple vehicles, and few sensors like camera,
kinematics GPS... Contrary to behavioural simulator, this one manages a realistic 3D graphic
engine, a physical engine modelizing the reaction of mobile robot and a real-time
middleware. It was developed with 2 open source C++ library: OGRE 3D (see [15]) which is
a 3D graphic rendering engine for the visual part and ODE (Open Dynamic Engine, see [16])
a physical engine which manages the collision with the environment and the physical model
of the vehicle. The real-time middleware which wraps the all is AROCCAM. AROCCAM
manages the data sensor flux, and the vehicle's actuators between the simulator and the
control algorithms. The main advantage of this robotic simulator is that we can first test our
algorithm in a realistic environment. Thanks to the robotics properties of our simulator, the
control software executed by the simulator is exactly the same than the one embedded on
the real vehicle.
In simulation conditions, numerous validation procedures are possible. If we made lots of
tests with canonical scenarios we chose here one as realistic as possible (see figure 9). The
ground is not flat and the shape of environment is unstructured. For this test, the reference
vehicle speed is 5m/s and the navigation corridor width is 8m. The reference path crosses a
depression on the floor which is impossible to practice for the vehicle. We can notice that the
system succeeds in managing automatically its speed and its wheels direction maintaining
the physical integrity of the vehicle (see video at [18]).
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Figure 9: Snapshot of simulated test with a realistic map,
in red: forbidden trajectories, in orange: reference trajectory, in green: admissible trajectories

5. Conclusion and future works
Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed to let out the method of obstacle avoidance. Unlike classical
methods of obstacle avoidance, we try to analyse the geometric shape of the environment
and to determine the admissible speed allowing the vehicle to eventually cross the
considerate area. At each iteration, the system computes different possible paths in a
corridor, and it evaluates their practicability taking into account vehicle capabilities. Then, it
chooses to follow the best one in relation to a criterion which depends of the application. In
this paper we show different tests in simulation and in real conditions. Most of them have
been done in simulation in order to test numerous scenarios and canonical situations. All of
them have proven the efficiency of our system to preserve the physical integrity of the vehicle
and to select the best trajectory in regard to a criterion defined by the application.
Future works
The next step of our work is to adapt this automatic guidance system to the work about
environment perception done by Malartre in [19]. In this work a fusion process between
camera sensor and a rangefinder is proposed (see figure 10). However, in this paper, we
have made the hypothesis that the perception part is perfect. But in real case, the maximum
distance of perception and the precision of the measurement are limited. So, the guidance
part will have to adapt the navigation strategy in relation to this lack of perception
performance. We will then talk about "caring control". Finally, our automatic guidance system
will converge to the best navigation strategy thanks to the minimization of a perceptionguidance function.

Figure 10: Fusion of camera and rangefinder sensors for environment perception
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